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Abstract   Currently internet client varies widely both in hardware and software properties. The ever increasing requirements of 

clients to support heterogeneous environment, demand techniques to adapt the same content to diverse devices by pervasive 

computing. Content service may perform media conversion such as from text to audio. The transcoding function changes the data 

from one format into another. To address all these types of variation and to provide a suitable content and presentation to client 

proxy-based transcoding approach is used. The computational load caused by object transcoding is shared among the proxies by 

flexible delegation of services which reduces the transcoding load and provides fast response to the client. The data server also 

ensures data security by maintaining data integrity and confidentiality. The Lease Technique is proposed to ensure cache 

consistency among the intermediaries in CDN. A cache hit also reduces access latency for the clients. System performance thus 

improves, especially when a large amount of data is involved. Besides these improvements, caching makes the system robust by 

letting caching proxies provide content distribution services when the server is not available. With the emergence of various 

network appliances and heterogeneous client environments, there are other relevant new requirements for content services by 

intermediaries. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The primary focus of this paper is on data 
storage on cloud computing.  Security on cloud 
storage has always been an important aspect of 
quality of the service provided. Our   aim is to 
develop a novel framework which helps to ensure the 
data storage security on cloud computing.   

Cloud computing architecture is a major 
development in IT Enterprise. Cloud computing 
moves large amount of application software and 
database into data centers which enables the clients to 
access the data from centralized and shared location.  
Moving the data into a cloud relives the user from the 
direct hardware management. There are a number or 
providers who provide the service to whom the 
clients will pay for the resource used they have used.  
There are a large number of providers for cloud 
computing.  Amazon Simple Storage Service, 
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud is the pioneer in this 
service.   

 

When cloud computing provides 
convenience of data sharing, reducing the cost over 
the resource and maintenance, there is a major threat 
for the stored data security for a number of reasons.  
The traditional security like cryptography cannot be 
directly adopted because the control if the user data 
may be lost.  The data that are deployed on the 
provider’s side may be accessed by unauthorized 
users on other client side and also may be accessed 
within same client.   So the data should be secured 
from unauthorized access from both the other client 
side and also form the same organization. 
         
Contented services such as content strain and Trans 
coding adapt filling to assemble system necessities, 
exhibit aptitude, or user favorite. Data safety in such 
a structure is an significant crisis and decisive for a 
lot of Web applications. In this paper, we suggest an 
advance that addresses data integrity and discretion in 
content variation and caching by mediators.  
        Our loom authorizes manifold mediators to 
concurrently carry out content services on dissimilar 
segment of the data. Our procedure chains 
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decentralized substitute and key organization and 
stretchy allocation of services. Our investigational 
outcome demonstrate that our loom is proficient and 
diminish the quantity of data broadcast crossways the 
network. 
Server  is an individual that initially supplies the data 
demand by a consumer. client is any article that 
requirements data commencing a data server. When a 
consumer surrender a demand, moreover the data it 
requirements, it might also consist of some contented 
provision requests, from device boundaries and data 
arrange margins. If the consumer does not indicate 
any service needs, a proxy that signifies the consumer 
may insert these needs. Intermediately is some article 
that is sanctioned by a data server to present 
contented services in rejoinder to requirements by 
consumers. Intermediaries take account of caching 
surrogate and convert surrogate. 

Our clarification utilize criterion 
cryptographic primitives, counting a collision-
resistant hash gathering and digital signatures. We 
also propose a data structure, called organize 
information, for the data server to deal with proxies 
and authorizations. Each member employ to manage 
information for honesty examination and protected 
transportation. We in attendance an algorithm for 
produce manage the information. 
           Every DP has its personal safety measures 
strategy interrelated to its data. The admittance 
manage system of each DP make obligatory which 
alternative and consumers can right to use which 
data. The inputs to the admission manage system 
include a client’s demand, the safety strategy and the 
mediator shape table by the DP, and the data store. 
The admittance manage organization can return three 
promising admittance verdict. Deny designate that 
the DP does not have the data demand by the 
consumer, the consumer is not approved to right to 
use the data according to the DP’s guidelines or no 
mediators in the DP’s mediator summary table Empty 
path. This point out that the client’s demand can be 
pleased with no any intermediary’s participation. 
Path with ACIS. This point out that the client’s 
demand can be pleased with the participation of the 
P-proxies scheduled in the arrival pathway. ACIS 
indicate admission organize information 
organization, which identify the rights over the Data 
for every proxy in the conduit. 

 
Presume the consequent procedure is to be 

carry out on the demand data: virus scrutinize, logo 
totalling, and audio-to-text adaptation. The DP has an 
mediator outline table a offence and its safety 
procedure permit these mediators to carry out 

contented services. The subsequent contented 
examination pathway can be copied:-proxy4i which 
is demonstrated as will be explain in a proxy (or 
client) is accountable for the veracity checking of the 
scheduled data conversion. 
            A deception Proxy4 or Proxy5 will be notice 
and truthful by Proxy3. Note that for audio-to-text 
translation, a malevolent proxy may interleave 
uninformed text into the data. 
           Since of the environment of the procedure, it 
is very complicated for the subsequently proxy  to 
conclude whether the exchange is complete truthfully 
a number of subjective text has been emotionally 
involved. 
 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Existing System  

The existing system of the cloud computing 
security does not address the proper storage of the 
data or storage of the data without any loss of data. 
The clients data when uploaded to the server may be 
left without proper storage or may not be put in to the 
server at all. Since there are a lot of servers on the 
providers side the loss or the non storage of the data 
may be un noticed by the provider or the clients the 
client may also be cheated that the data as uploaded 
is stored on the cloud without any loss. This method 
does not help the clients to rely the service provided 
by the provider.  The existing system simply uploads 
the data to the server which is given by the client 
without checking availability of the server. In 
accessible system, contented caching is the major 
examine present by proxies. That is, in its place of 
request a contented server for stuffing ahead every 
client demand, a proxy initial ensure if these contents 
are nearby cached. 

That is, in its place of inquire a contented server 
for stuffing ahead every consumer demand, a proxy 
initial verify if these stuffing are nearby cached. Only 
when the demand stuffing is not cached or out of date 
are the contents transports from the content server to 
the customers. Much preceding employment has been 
done on data edition and content liberation.  
Discretion is not enforced.  require of effectiveness. 
Disadvantages: 
The reason of data security defense cannot be openly 
approve owing to the users’ defeat of data under 
Cloud Computing. Confirmation of accurate data 
storage in the cloud must be carry out without clear 
information of the entire data. The trouble of confirm 
rightness of data storage space in the cloud becomes 
still additional demanding. The data store up in the 
cloud might be often rationalized by the users, 
including insertion, deletion, modification, 
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appending, etc. Data security has not trapped a great 
deal concentration. Discretion revenue that data can 
only be admission under the correct authorizations. 
When a proxy arbitrates data broadcast, if the data is 
enciphered throughout Transmission, safety is 
guarantee; still, it is not possible for mediators to 
change the data.                                                                                                                                                                            
Proposed System  
          The projected scheme of safety on the cloud 
computing make sure that the data which is uploaded 
by the clients are accurately stock up to server or 
multiple servers with no failure the planned scheme 
client uses an algorithm which make sure the 
accessibility of the server ahead of the data is stored.   

The ‘Token precomputation' algorithm is 
worn in the proposed system. This algorithm supply 
an well-organized method to discover the 
accessibility of server prior to storing the data. In this 
algorithm, the data which is to be stored is hole into 
equivalent sized blocks and is drive to the server. 
But, before sending the data, a precomputed token 
signal is approved to the server. The server has to 
obtain the token signal from the client and drive rear 
signature evaluation the signature of the server on the 
client side ensures the ease of use of the server so the 
block is drive to the server for each block send to the 
server n - number of tokens are passed to the server. 
The tokens can be put aside on the clients side or the 
server side to be used by the client when using the 
same data once more. 

Data honesty overhaul mold is used  to 
implement the reliability of data distorted by 
mediators. We use public keys for signing and 
symmetric keys for encrypting stuffing. even though 
the quantity of keys worn may be great, key 
administration is pretty effortless, and there is no 
necessitate for a public-key transportation and public-
key certificates. The public keys of proxies are stored 
in the intermediary summary table sustain by the DP. 
Intermediary is overloaded; our approach makes it 
possible for the intermediary to delegate the 
execution of content services to another proxy 
without violating security requirements. Our 
delegation method is simple to put into practice, yet it 
largely progress the accessibility of proxies. 
Advantages: 
To make sure the storage space rightness with not 
containing the users dispensation data. It cannot 
tackle every the security threads in the cloud storage, 
because they are all center on one server scenario. 
They do not think lively data procedure. Dissimilar 
the majority prior mechanism for guarantee remote 
data integrity, the novel proposal ropes secure and 
efficient dynamic process on data blocks. widespread 

security and presentation analysis demonstrate that 
the future system is greatly well-organized and 
flexible against complex malfunction, hateful data 
alteration attack, and even severs conspire attacks. 
A  parallel secure content service (PSCS) protocol for 
a cache Proxy and analyze the properties of 
intermediaries with caching Capacity. Our approach 
makes it possible for the intermediary to delegate the 
Execution of content services to another proxy 
without violating security requirements 

 
 

III ARCHITECTURE 
A sculpt for facilitate everywhere, suitable, on-
demand complex admittance to a communal group of 
configurable computing possessions (e.g., networks, 
servers, storage, applications, and services) that can 
be quickly provisioned and unconfined with 
insignificant organization attempt or service supplier 
communication.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.1 Architecture of cloud computing 
NIST classify Cloud computing into a examine 
replica and a Deployment Model. The Service replica 
consists of communications as a Service (IaaS), 
Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a 
Service (SaaS). This “stack” of functionality start 
with Infrastructure as a Service where customers 
make use of hardware only. affecting up the stack is 
Platform as a Service. This stratum offers the 
consumer an request surroundings where 
programming libraries and software can be worn for 
progress. At the top of the stack is Software as a 
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examination. The consumer utilizes the Cloud 
providers’ claim and has no right of entry to the 
transportation or Operating System proposal. Where 
programming libraries and software can be worn for 
expansion. At the peak of the stack is Software as a 
Service. The shopper utilizes the Cloud providers’ 
application and has no right of entry to the 
transportation or Operating System platform. A 
explanation part of Cloud computing is virtualization. 
While Cloud computing is not corresponding to 
virtualization, virtualization technology is greatly 
used to function a Cloud environment. According to 
Ottenheimer and Wallace, “Virtualization is the 
formation of virtual possessions from material 
possessions.” 
In MCC, mobile users need to access to servers 
located in a cloud when requesting services and 
resources in the cloud. However, the mobile users 
may face some problems such as congestion due to 
the limitation of wireless bandwidths, network 
disconnection, and the signal attenuation caused by 
mobile users’ mobility. They cause delays when 
users want to communicate with the cloud, so QoS is 
reduced significantly. Two new research directions 
are Clone Cloud and Cloudlets that are expected to 
reduce the network delay. 
Clone Cloud: Clone Cloud brings the power of cloud 
computing to your smart phones. Clone Cloud uses 
nearby computers or data centers to increase the 
speed of running smart phone applications. The idea 
is to clone the entire set of data and applications from 
the Smartphone onto the cloud and to selectively 
execute some operations on the clones, reintegrating 
the results back into the Smartphone. One can have 
multiple clones for the same Smartphone, and clones 
pretend to be more powerful smart phones, etc. 
Clone Cloud is limited in some respects by its 
inability to migrate native state and to export unique 
native resources remotely. A related limitation is that 
Clone Cloud does not virtualized access to native 
resources that are not virtualized already and are not 
available on the clone. 
A cloudlet is a trusted, resource-rich computer or 
cluster of computers which is well connected to the 
Internet and available for use by nearby mobile 
devices. Thus, when mobile devices 
do not want to offload to the cloud (maybe due to 
delay, cost, etc), they can find a nearby cloudlet. In 
this way, mobile users may meet the demand for real-
time interactive response by low-latency, one-hop, 
high-bandwidth wireless access to the cloudlet. If no 
cloudlet is available nearby, the mobile device may 
refer to the default mode that will send requirements 

to a distant cloud, or in the worse case, solely its own 
resources. 
This technology can help mobile users overcome the 
limits of cloud computing as WAN latency 
and low bandwidth. However, there are some 
considerations that need to be addressed before this 
idea can be applied widely in practical system. For 
example, how to distribute processing, storage, and 
networking capacity for each cloudlet? How to 
manage policies for cloudlet providers to maximize 
user experience while minimizing cost? Also, trust 
and security for cloudlet are other issues in 
implementing this idea since adversaries can create a 
fake cloudlet to steal user’s information 

 
IV METHODOLOGIES 

latform) employ the safety skin of the Secured 
Data Provider: DSP (Data Services 
Pfundamental Web Logic stage to guarantee the 
safety of the information it present. purposely, 
Data Services proposal uses role-base safety 
strategy to manage admission to data resources. 
For a protected source, a demand client must meet 
the circumstance of the safety policy appropriate to 
that reserve, whether admission the source during 
the typed intermediary API, an ad hoc queries, or 
any data admission boundary. A typical 
circumstance is based on the responsibility of the 
user recognized by the recommendation passed by 
the client. But additional category of 
circumstances is possible as well, counting 
strategy based on time of day or user identity. 
Data Services Platform representation its organize 
object as possessions that can be protected through 
Web Logic role-based safekeeping strategy 
organize. With Data Services Platform, you can 
apply security policies at various levels, from the 
application to individual data elements. This range 
gives you significant flexibility. For example, you 
can control access to an entire Data Services 
Platform deployment or just to a credit card 
number element in an order. 
When a request comes to Data Services Platform 
for a secured resource, Data Services Platform 
passes an identifier for the resource to Web Logic. 
Web Logic, in turn, passes the resource identifier, 
user name, and other context information to the 
authorization provider. The provider evaluates the 
policy that applies to the resource given the 
information passed by Web Logic. As a result of 
the evaluation, access to the resource is either 
permitted or blocked. 
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If the user does not satisfy the requirements of an 
element-level policy, the element is redacted from 
the result object—it does not emerge. 
Client side Client Administrator Module and Client 
User Modules are used in client side Administrator 
and User to mange his data which is stored on the 
Server Side (Provider). 
 
Client Administrator The administrator module 
provides the interaction for the super user on the 
Client side.  The Client Administrator Modules 
contains different sub modules for various 
administrative tasks.   The sub modules available in 
this module are Create New User Account is used to  
create a new user in the cloud, View User accounts is 
used to view the user in the cloud, Delete User 
Accounts is used to delete the user from cloud, Edit 
User Settings is used to edit the user settings, Block 
or Activate User is used to  block or activate the user 
in the cloud, Contact Provider is used for  contacting 
the administrator for any help and server requests, 
View Data Access Log is used to view users data 
access log, Change Password is used to Change his 
account Password, Log off is used to Log out from 
his account 

 
Client User The client side user is the end user who 
accesses with the data which are deployed on the 
provider.  Different users will be having different 
privileges according to which he will be accessing 
the data. Sub modules in this module are: Manage 
Data is used for Uploading of Downloading the files 
from the Client end, Contact Administrator is used 
for contacting the administrator for any help and 
updations, View Access Log is used to  view his data 
access log, Change Password is used to Change his 
account Password, Log off is used to Log out from 
his account 

 
Server side Server Administrator Module and 
Secured Data Provider Modules are used in server 
side Administrator and Secured Data Provider to 
manage the servers which are connected on the cloud. 
 
Secured Data Provider It is the core of the project.  
This module monitors the entire request to the 
provider from his clients.  This module records the 
log of each access from the client.  The log report is 
accessed by the administrator to trace out any 
possible unauthorized access of data.  Any 
unauthorized data from the client is blocked and the 
details are logged in the server.   
 

Server Administrator The Server Administrator 
Component is used by the provider to handle the 
Server and their client related tasks.  It has a single 
module which is solely used by the administrator.  
The module has following Sub module Server 
Settings is used to  add or remove the server in the 
cloud, Publish/Unpublish Client Data is used to  deal 
with adding new server, removing server and ping 
server. Respond to the Client is used to Responding 
new client request to allow to use the cloud, 
Respond to Registration Request is used to Register a 
new client by request of client, View Client List is 
used to view the user in the cloud, View Client 
Access Log is used to  view the user in the cloud 
both the client admin and client user, Change 
Password is used to Change his account password, 
Log off is used Log out from his account. 
 

V CONCLUSION 
 

In conclusion we say that the proposed 
system for the data storage security will be 
implemented completely which ensures the data 
being properly stored without any loss. And the Loss 
of the data due to non responsiveness of the server is 
resolved in the proposed system, Client of the Service 
Provider is satisfied with the service, and the data 
transfer is safe when compared with the existing 
system. Since the algorithm "Token Pre-Computation 
is employed it is evident that the data storage is done 
without any loss". The “Ensuring data storage 
security in Cloud computing” will help the cloud 
computing in sophisticated manner. It also allows the 
user to decide the cloud server for upload and 
download in web application environment. This 
system includes much functionality as per the 
organization’s requirement. 

 
In this article, we examine the difficulty of 

data safety in cloud data storage, which is 
fundamentally a disseminated storage scheme. To 
make sure the rightness of users’ data in cloud data 
storage, we planned an effectual and stretchy 
dispersed system with clear active data hold, 
counting chunk update, delete, and append. We rely 
on erasure-correcting system in the file sharing 
training to give idleness equivalence vectors and 
assurance the data reliability.  

By exploit the homomorphic symbol with 
dispersed confirmation of removal implicit  data, our 
scheme attain the addition of storage accuracy  
indemnity and data error localization, i.e., at any time 
data dishonesty has been sense during the storage 
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rightness confirmation crossways the distributed 
servers, we can approximately assurance the 
concurrent recognition of the disobedient server(s).  
 

Limitations of the paper is  cloud client can 
right to apply just their data of upload and download. 
And they can observe their admission log of data 
accessing. The server administrators only insert or 
take away the isolated servers. The client 
administrator can chunk or make active the users 
report. 

In future, the project can be enhanced with 
further mechanisms like error correction or fault 
tolerance on the provider side which may help in fail 

safe operations.    Thus, we secure the data from 
unexpected failures on the provider side. The system 
can be enhanced by including the uploading and 
downloading of documents using cryptographic 
applications. Transferring of data by encrypting it 
may add additional security from the data being used 
by unauthorised users. The present algorithm for 
checking the availability of the server (Token Pre-
Computation) should be improved to make the data 
transfer faster. The Server side implementation 
should include a framework which will reduce the 
traffic for better performance of the server. 
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